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Abstract. Many location services have been proposed, but some chal-
lenges remain. In this paper, we present a new location service, named
HTL (Hash Table Localized) to solve the locality problem, that in a
location service, the location information can be stored potentially far
away from both the source and destination nodes, even when the source
and destination nodes are close. As a result, it causes high overhead in
update and query. HTL uses a double index hash function to map a node
to a location in the network area called the virtual coordination of that
node. Then, a novel method is employed to divide the physical space into
lattices. The publish and query algorithms are designed based on this di-
vision. In HTL, when the distance between the source and destination
nodes is l, the cost of query is O(l2). We define this property as n2-
locality bounded. HTL is the location service that achieves this property
with the least storage and network overhead. Both analysis and exper-
iment results are presented in this paper concerned with the cost, the
locality bounded property and the scalability.

1 Introduction

A mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is a network formed by a collection of mobile
wireless nodes without any perviously deployed infrastructure. Due to the lack
of infrastructure support, each node in MANET should act not only as an end
system but also as a router at the same time.

A fundamental challenge in MANETs research is the design and implementa-
tion of scalable and robust routing protocols. The current routing protocols can
be roughly divided into two categories: Topology-based routing and Geographic-
based routing. The former is based on the knowledge of the whole network’s
topological information while the latter on the knowledge of each node’s posi-
tion. Intuitionally, compared with topological-based routing, geographic-based
routing incurs less communication overhead. However, geographic-based routing
also faces two challenges:

1. How to deliver a packet to destination when the position of destination node
is known? This is called as the forwarding strategy.
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2. How to let the source node know the position of the destination node? This
is called as the location service.

The first one is almost solved by several proposed algorithms, especially GPSR[1][2].
Whereas, some problems remain in the second one, though many location service
algorithms have been proposed. One of them is called locality problem, i.e. the
corresponding location information may be stored far away from both the source
and destination nodes, but the source and destination may be close. As a result,
update and query operations cause high overhead. This problem is more serious
in a location service without any hierarchy architecture, which we called, the
flat location service. Compared with hierarchy approach, a flat location service
avoids the complexity of maintaining the hierarchy structure, but introducing
the locality problem. In this paper, we try to solve this problem.

HTL is a flat hash based location service, which means that HTL uses hash
functions to determine where to store the nodes location information, and no
hierarchy in HTL. A hash based approach uses hash functions to map a node to
a location or a region in the network area, then stores the corresponding location
information near or in such location or region. HTL is designed to cooperate with
GPSR to support geographic based routing. With a novel method to divide the
geographic area into lattices, HTL guarantees that when the distance between
the source and destination nodes is l, the query takes at most O(l2) to finish.
HTL is the best one we have known that takes the least cost to achieve such a
property.Some simulation experiments are used to verify HTL.

This paper has 7 sections. It starts with an overview of related works in
section 2. In section 3, we state the locality problem of location services in
MANET. In section 4 and section 5, details of HTL and some mathematical
analysis are given. The experiments results are presented in section 6. Section 7
is a short conclusion with discussion on future works.

2 Related Works

Many location service algorithms have been proposed. Surveys on some of the
algorithms can be found in [3], [4] [5] [6] and [7], but not all of them are hash
based. The following are some typical algorithms proposed related to location
service.

GLS [7] is a location service with a hierarchy of square regions. A node
belongs to only one square in each order in the hierarchy. It stores its loca-
tion information on 3 nodes in each square containing it. If two nodes are close
enough, they will be in the same square area with a low order and need not
travel a long distance to exchange the location information. However, the cost of
maintaining such a hierarchy structure is expensive. The work in [8] shows some
similar results. In addition, GLS has not been proved that it has an upper bound
of query cost. LLS[9] is the first location service that takes locality into account.
It uses a recursive approach that promulgates the location information to the
nodes 2i away in ith step, with a similar query method. It has been proved that it
is d2 locality bounded. However, the cost of publishing location information and



storing the location information is relatively high. GHLS protocol proposed in
[10] is a simple flat hash based location service. In this paper, the authors have
mentioned the locality issues, and tried to solve those problems by a method
called α-scaled region– a hash function that maps a node to a location only in a
region called scaled location server region which is similar to the whole area
and located in the center. Intuitively, this approach can reduce the cost of query
when the source and destination nodes are all near the center, but its effect
is limited in other situations. In addition, GHLS does not possess the locality
bounded property, either. GHT[11] is designed for data-centric storage in sen-
sornets. One can consider location information as a specifical data in sensornets,
and augments of GHT can also be used as a location service. Although GHLS
and our work share some characteristics with GHT, GHT can not be effectively
used as a location service in MANET. The design objectives in GHT are funda-
mentally different from location services. An analysis on GHT in MANET can
be found in [12].

3 Locality Problem in Flat Hash Based Location Services

A location service is a service that provides the corresponding location informa-
tion according to a node’s unique identifer. Its main functionality is to support
geographic based routing, when it also can be used to support location related
applications.

In a typical flat hash based location service, a hash function is used to map
each nodes unique identifier to a home region. However, the cost of underlying
routing can be surprisingly high if the source and destination nodes are close,
when the home region is far away. To formally evaluate this problem, following
definition is given.

Definition 1 (Locality Bounded). A location service is called locality bounded,
if the distance between the source node S and the destination node D is l, and
the cost of query the location of D by S is at most f(l). We call such a location
service is f-Locality Bounded.

4 HTL:A Hash Table Localized

In this section, we present the details of HTL. HTL is built on the top of GPSR,
and it cooperates with GPSR to provide geographic based routing. We first
study some properties of GPSR, then some concepts of HTL are introduced,
followed with a novel method by which HTL uses to divide the physical space
being presented. Finally,the publish and query algorithms are illustrated.

4.1 Map to Physical Space

As stated before, a flat hash based location service will map a node’s identifer to
a region named home region using a hash function. HTL uses the same approach



with a little modification. The hash function used in HTL is a double index hash
function H(N.id) = (h1(N.id), h2(N.id)) that maps node N ’s identifier N.id to
a coordination (h1(N.id), h2(N.id)) inside the area of the network. We call the
associated coordination (h1(N.id), h2(N.id)) of node N N ’s virtual coordination.
The definition is given in definition 2.

Definition 2 (Virtual coordination). A Node N with unique identifer N.id,
its virtual coordination is H(N.id) = (h1(N.id), h2(N.id)), where h1, h2 is hash
functions.

The major difference between typical flat hash based location services and HTL
is that HTL pushes the concept of home region to the extreme: the home region
becomes a single point in this area.

4.2 Divide the Physical Space

With node N ’s identifier N.id, one can find the virtual coordination H(N.id). We
define a parameter d named lattice length. After finding the virtual coordination,
HTL divides the physical space into lattices using the virtual coordination as
the original point according to the following rules:

– Make circles Ci with radius ri = d ∗ i,i = 0, 1, . . .1 with the same center
H(N.id). We call these circles lattice circles.

– For a circle Ci, (i = 1, 2, . . .), let j = dlog2 ie, then divide Ci into 2j+2 with
equal angle, starting from the x axis. We denote the lines used to divide the
circle as l2

j+2

m ,m = 0, 1, . . . , 2j − 1, and call them lattice lines. These lines
intersect the circles Ck,k = 2j , 2j +1, . . . , i with points P k

m, which are named
lattice points.

– For each 4 points, Pm
k , Pm+1

k
2, Pm

k+1, Pm+1
k+1 , (m = 0, 1, . . . , 2j − 1,k =

2j , 2j + 1, . . . , i− 1), form a lattice corner, dedicated by LCm
k .

– The area enclosed by lattice corner LCm
k and the corresponding line and

circle is called a lattice, denoted as Lm
k .

4.3 Location Servers Selection and Location Information Update

Unlike other typical flat hash based location service, HTL stores the location
information not only in the home region, but also stores on the way to the home
region. For a node N , assuming its current location is N.loc, and its virtual
coordination is H(N.id). Obviously, a short path that travels along the lattice
lines exits between N.loc and H(N.id). The path can be found based on following
steps:

1. First, determine the lattice L(N.loc) where N is based on N ’s current loca-
tion N.loc:

1 When i = 0, the circle becames the point H(N.id).
2 Here, m+1 means m+1mod2j+2. In this paper, we use mn to denote such situations

when it is not ambiguous.



(a) Calculate the distance dist between N.loc and H(N.id). Let k = bdist/dc
and j = dlog2 ie.

(b) Calculate the angle α from vector
−−−→
(1, 0) to vector

−−−−−−−−−−−−→
(N.loc,H(N.id)) in

anticlockwise direction. Let m = b α
2π

2j+2
c = b2j+1 α

π c.
(c) Then node N is located lattice L(k)m. Two corresponding lattice lines

are l2
j+2

m , l2
j+2

m+1.

2. One of the lattice lines l2
j+2

m , l2
j+2

m+1 is closer to N than another 3. The location
information will be sent along this line.

3. When the path comes to the circle C2j−1 , the lattice line chosen will termi-
nate. However, it may not arrive the virtual coordination H(N.id). Then a
new lattice line should be chosen. If the current lattice line is l2

j′

m′ , the next
lattice to travel is chosen based on the following rule:

– If m′ is an even number, the next lattice line is l2
j′−1

m′/2

– If m′ is an odd number, the next lattice line is l2
j′−1

(m′−1)/2

This rule can be not only applied when the first lattice line is terminated,
but also suitable for the next lattice line and next’s next lattice line.

The shortest path to the virtual coordination can be found. But where the loca-
tion information will be stored? In each lattice line along the path found, there
are several lattice points, called server coordinations. The location servers are
the nodes nearest to these server coordinations. The location information of N
will be stored on these nodes.

Then another problem arises—how to deliver the packet to the nodes that are
nearest to the server coordinations? We use GPSR routing to solve this problem.
Some properties of GPSR can help to decide when and who will consume the
packet for location disseminating. Thus a location server can be easily found
during the routing process. The next question to answer is when should a node
publish its location information into HTL, and how?

When Node N moves from location x to location y, it performs the publish
as following:

– If LN(x) = LN(y), new location information is published to the same
servers.

– Else, node N first issues a packet to infor the servers that store the old
location information to erase the information. Then it publishes the new
location information.

Another parameter du is defined to indicate the distance a node can move be-
fore it do a update. Generally speaking, when a node move from one lattice to
another, it must perform an update. As a result, du should not be larger than
d/2, where d is the lattice parameter defined above.

3 If the distances from N to the two lines are equal, l2
j+2

m is chosen.



4.4 Perform Query

When node S wants to know where D is, it performs a query operation. The
query operation performs in tow modes: extension mode and non-extension
mode. In extension mode, the query will goes to the servers located on the
adjacent lattice lines, when in non-extension mode, the query is limited to cur-
rent lattice lines. The query process try to cover the area that may intersect with
the path where D puts its location information as soon as possible. The details
of the query process is described bellow.

1. In step 1, S calculates which lattice of D it is in using the method given
in previous section. We denote this lattice as Lm

k . Node S first query the
location servers whose location server coordination are Pm

k and Pm+1
k in

extension mode(Pm
k left-extension and Pm+1

k right-extension).
2. In step i (i = 1, 2, 3, . . . , k − 1), location servers Pm′

k−i+1
4 will get the query.

It process the query based on the following situations:
– It knows where D is, then it answer this query, and informs other location

server in the same iterative level to terminate this query.
– It dose not know the answer.

• The query is in non-extension mode.
∗ k − i + 1 == 2j , no future action is needed.
∗ k−i+1! = 2j , forward the query to Pm′

k−i in non-extension mode.
• The query is in extension mode. We only discuss the left-extension

case. The right-extension case is similar.
∗ k − i + 1 == 2j and m′ is an odd number. Deliver a query to

P
m′−1

2
k−i in left-extension mode.

∗ k − i + 1 == 2j and m′ is an even number. Deliver a query

to P
m′
2 −1

k−i in left-extension mode and a query to P
m′
2

k−i in non-
extension mode.

∗ k− i + 1! = 2j , Deliver a query to Pm′−1
k−i in left-extension mode

and a query to Pm′
k−i in non-extension mode.

3. In step k, the query arrives H(D.id). If the location server knows where D
is, then it reply the answer, otherwise it will tell S the location of D is not
known.

Figure 1 gives an example of query in HTL. Node S wants to know where D
is. It calculates the lattice of D where it is in. In the example, S is in L19

6 , it
deliver queries to P 19

6 in left-extension mode and to P 20
6 in right-extension mode.

We trace the thick line in figure 1 to explain the query process in detail. In the
first iterative step, P 19

6 , 6 is not the power of 2. P 18
5 (left extension mode), P 19

5

(non-extension mode) will get the query. Then, P 17
4 (left extension mode), P 18

4

(non-extension mode), P 19
4 (non-extension mode). Here, 4 = 22, and 17 is an odd

number. Then, P 17
4 deliver query to P 8

3 . The process will go on until a server
replies or the query arrives H(D.id).
4 We use the location server coordination to denote location server, when there is no

ambiguousness.
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Fig. 1. An Example of Query in HTL

4.5 Location Servers Maintain

Due to the node mobility, location information stored on one location server may
need to be migrated to other nodes that become closer to the server coordination.
As in GHLS[10], every node acts as a location server to check whether there is a
neighbor node closer to the server coordination when it receives a beacon packet
from another node. GPSR uses beacon to construct the location information
about its neighbor nodes. HTL uses this facility of GPSR to maintain the location
servers.

5 Analysis on HTL

Due to space limitation, we omit some properties of HTL here, but remain the
most important one, the Locality Bounded Property. A further analysis for this
property is also shown.

Query Cost and Locality Bounded Property: As stated before, the most
remarkable feature of HTL is that HTL is l2 locality bounded.

Theorem 1. HTL is l2 locality bounded.

The proof is not presented here due to the limitation of space.

A brief Comparison: Table 1 gives a brief comparison between HTL and other
location service related in section 2. For detailed analysis, please refer [12],[10]
and [13]. From the table, we can conclude that only LLS and HTL bear the
property of locality bounded. Yet compared with LLS, HTL is with less network
and storage overhead.

6 Experiments

In this section, we present the experiments results on HTL. The experiments
are concerned with the performance of HTL in static network, and in mobile
network and with the issue of scalability.



Table 1. A brief Comparison

GLS GHLS GHT LLS HTL

Cost of publish O(h2) O(
√

N) O(
√

N) O(u2) O(
√

N)

Cost of Storage O(h) O(1) O(Dens) O(u2) O(
√

N)

Server Maintaining O(2h) O(1) O(N) N/A O(1)

Locality Bounded N/A N/A N/A O(l2) O(l2)

In GLS the height of grid is set to h, and in LLS the unit length is u. N is the
number of nodes in the network.

6.1 Experiment Method and Metrics

We have implemented HTL in ns2[14]. In all experiments, we use a 802.11 radio
model with a nominal bit-rate of 11Mbps and a transmission range of 250m.
The discrete metrics are listed in table 2. The experiments on static and mobile
networks run 300s, and the experiments on scalability run 150s.

Table 2. Metrics used for evaluating HTL

Metric Description

Pn The number of packets used to publish location information. We call such packets PUT
packets.

Pr The average hops a PUT packet travels.

Rn The number of packets used to erase location information. We call such packets REMOVE
packets.

Rr The average hops a REMOVE packet travels.

Un The number of packets used to migrate location information to another node. We call such
packets UPDATE packets.

Ur The average hops a UPDATE packet travels.

LNmax The maximum number of location information entries a node stored.

LNmin The maximum number of location information entries a node stored.

LNave The average number of location information entries a node stored.

RQS The ratio of query success.

All experiments are performed as following:

– In the first a few second (30s), all nodes publish their location information
into HTL.

– Then, each node chooses a destination randomly and independently, and
queries its location.

Concerned with static networks, the topology scenarios are generated using the
following model:

1. Uniform and Random Network. If there are N nodes in the network, then
we divide the whole area of the network into N parts with equal area. Each
node is placed randomly in each divided part.



In each topology, we vary the node densities and the value of lattice parame-
ter d. The node densities are varied among 5625m2/node, 10000m2/node, and
22500m2/node. d are varied among 100m, 150m, 200m, 250m, and 300m.

Concerned with mobile networks, we use random way point mobility model
(RWP) for evaluating HTL in an entity mobility model and reference point
group mobility model (RPGM) for evaluating HTL in a group mobility model.
We use IMPORTANT[15] to generate the mobile scenarios. Concerned with the
scalability issue, we study the performance of HTL in both static and mobile
network by varying the number of nodes.In static network, the uniform and
random topology is chosen, when in mobile network, the RPW mobility model
is chosen.

6.2 Results on Static Network

Table 3 gives the results of experiments on static networks. Based on the re-

Table 3. Experiment results in static network

Density(m2/node) d(m) Pn Pr Rn Rr Un Ur Qr LNmin LNmax LNave QSR

5625 100 100 4.3 0 - 0 - 3.4 0 13 2.4 100%

5625 150 100 3.7 0 - 0 - 3.1 0 14 2.5 100%

5625 200 100 3.1 0 - 0 - 3.2 0 17 2.4 100%

10000 150 100 5.2 0 - 0 - 3.7 0 11 3.0 100%

10000 200 100 4.9 0 - 0 - 3.3 0 11 2.9 100%

10000 250 100 4.7 0 - 0 - 3.0 0 13 3.3 100%

22500 200 100 6.3 0 - 0 - 4.2 0 12 3.7 100%

22500 250 100 6.2 0 - 0 - 4.1 0 12 3.5 100%

22500 300 100 6.7 0 - 0 - 3.9 0 13 3.6 100%

sults shown above, we can verify the analytical results in the previous section.
For example, in the case where the density of nodes is 10000m2 and d is 250m,
the distance between a node N and its virtual coordination H(N.id) is among
[0, 1000

√
2]. If the hash function distributes uniformity, then the average dis-

tance is about 700m. The average store cost should be 700/250 ≈ 3, and the
experiment result is 3.3. A little higher than theory result, but in a reasonable
range. Concerned with the locality bounded property, in the random destination
chosen model we used, the distance between the source and destination nodes
is also approximately 700m. Without locality, the cost for query should approx-
imately equal to the cost of publish. In the result, the Qr is smaller than Pr,
which means that with locality, distances of a query packet travels decreases.

6.3 Results on Mobile Network

Results on RWP: Figures 2(a), 2(c), 2(b), 2(d), 2(e), 2(f), 2(g), and 2(h) give
the results of experiments on RWP. The conclusions can be drawn are:
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Fig. 2. Results of RWP

– The QSR decreases when the speed increases. This is also a problem in all
current available location services as shown in [10] and [8]. In mobility sit-
uations, this occurs when the destination node is reachable, but the links
to location servers are broken. Unlike other similar approaches, the loca-
tion servers in HTL are not concentrated near the home region (or virtual
coordination). Thus, the chances that all location servers are not reachable
decreases, and the QSR is higher than other approaches.

– The results also show the locality property of HTL, Qr is almost constant
when the speed varies.

Results on RPGM: The experiment results on RPGM are given in table 4.
The performance in RPGM is better than RWP in the case with comparable

Table 4. Experiment results on RPGM

Pn Pr Rn Rr Un Ur Qr Sq Locmax Locave

1789 7.4 1543 6 2145 1.3 4.1 100% 29 4.7

parameters, expecting that the Pr is higher in RPGM than that in RWP. The
better performance is due to consistent of nodes movement in RPGM. The higher
Pr is because in a group mobility mode, all nodes may be concentrated in a small
area, where some virtual coordination are outside. Then a long routing path may
be needed to find the corresponding location server.

6.4 Results on Scalability

The results of the experiments on the issue of scalability of HTL are given in
figure 3 and figure 4. Note that not all metrics defined in section 6.1 are used to



evaluate the scalability of HTL. It is not only because the space limitation, but
also because other metrics are not related to the issue of scalability.
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Fig. 3. Scalability of HTL in static networks
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Fig. 4. Scalability of HTL in mobile networks

7 Conclusion

In this paper we present a new location service named HTL, which possesses
the property of locality bounded. The most remarkable of HTL is that HTL is
the best one of so many location services proposed incorporating locality with
minimal cost introduced. HTL employs a novel method to divide the physical
space into lattices. The publish and query algorithms are based on this division.
HTL is l2 locality bounded, which means the cost of query is at most l2, when
the distance between the source and destination node is l. We give the analytical
and simulation results in details in this paper.

Although HTL gives promising results both on theoretical analysis and sim-
ulative experiments. Some issues are worth future studying.

The first one is on the low bound of the locality bounded property. In both
LLS and HTL, the result is O(l2). We doubt it is the best answer. If it is not, then
what is the lower bound of locality a location service can achieve? Intuitionally,
O(l2) may be the final answer. Think about a node who knows the destination is
at most l away, but do not know the exact location. It should reach all possible
locations, which is O(l2).

The second one is about HTL itself. Compared with other similar approaches,
HTL needs more computing capability. In HTL, types of computing include



computing on trigonometric function, manipulation on vectors and so on, all of
which do not appear in other location services. Although the computing power
of mobile devices are continuing increasing, reduce the complexity of HTL is still
worth future investigating.
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